Abstract. This paper is a review of work on thin fluid films where surface tension is a driving mechanism. Its aim is to highlight the substantial amount of literature dealing with relevant physical models and also analytic work on the resultant equations.
Introduction.
The lubrication or reduced Reynolds number approximation to the Navier-Stokes equations has been used to describe a multitude of situations. Recently attention has been focussed on the situation where surface tension plays an important role, of which rain running down a window, the evolution of drying paint layers, or the spreading of a fluid drop on a surface are all examples; see [50] .
Typically surface tension driven thin film flows are described by a fourth-order nonlinear degenerate parabolic equation of the form
where h(x, t) is the film height, δ is the aspect ratio (typical height/typical length scale), α is the angle of inclination of the flow, and subscripts denote differentiation with respect to that variable. The configuration is shown in Figure 1 . Equation (1) shows that fluid film height varies due to the effect of surface tension, gravity, long range molecular forces, and surface tension gradients. The relative strength of each term is reflected in the coefficients: C, the inverse capillary number, is the ratio of surface tension to viscous forces; B, the Bond number, is the ratio of gravity to viscous forces; A is a van der Waals term; and M , the Marangoni number, is the ratio of surface tension gradients to viscous forces. Equation (1) is derived in the appendix.
In two dimensions the lubrication equation takes the form
Perhaps the most widely used steady version of (1) is
where h ∞ is the equilibrium film thickness. This is known as the Landau-Levich equation and was originally derived in [42] to determine the thickness of the coating when cinefilm is pulled out of a bath with constant velocity U . It has subsequently been derived to describe the thickness of a soapfilm [51] , the wetting layer when a bubble moves through a capillary tube [19] , the height of a tear film around a contact lens [47] , and flow at the interface between a strip under tension and a coating roller [57] .
In the derivation of (3) surface tension is the only driving force; the no-slip condition on a moving substrate introduces the −Uh term (a systematic derivation is given in [73] ). Alternatively, a travelling wave substitution h(x, t) = H(x − Ut) will reduce (1) to (3) with an appropriate choice for the constant of integration and A and B set to zero. The solution of (3) is discussed in section 3.2.
Situations where the film thickness reaches zero, such as at the front of a moving drop or when a film breaks up, introduce the added complication of contact angles and a moving contact line. The contact angle and contact line motion are properties inherent to each particular system and depend on properties such as the wetting and dewetting fluid composition, surface chemistry, and surface roughness. As yet no theory has been developed to adequately describe the phenomena. A full discussion of contact line motion is beyond the scope of this review and the reader is referred to [25] , [26] , [30] , and [43] , which provide a wealth of information on the subject.
Experimental results on contact angle versus contact line speed show the contact angle increasing with speed. However, when the velocity is zero a jump will occur between the values of the static contact angle measured from a receding system to an advancing one. This nonuniqueness is known as contact angle hysteresis and occurs on all but the smoothest surfaces; see [25] . In the regions where the velocity is nonzero it is commonly accepted that the contact line velocity may be adequately related to the dynamic contact angle via "Tanner's law"
where the constant of proportionality will be determined by the particular system [69] .
When modelling a dynamic problem the standard no-slip condition requires an infinite stress to move the contact line; any slip condition (i.e., u = f (h)u y , where u is the fluid velocity in the x-direction) will alleviate this problem [26] . In practice the most common slip laws used are
where α and β are constant slip coefficients. This will modify the coefficient h 3 in (1) and (2) That a front may move without slipping can be seen from analogies of a carpet unrolling or a rolling ball. Hence, an alternative approach for modelling a dynamic contact line is to formalize the concept of fluid rolling in the vicinity of this line. This was suggested in [26] together with convincing experimental evidence. The problem is investigated analytically in [65] .
Certain fluids have been observed to shoot out a "precursor film" ahead of the bulk fluid [3] , and this leads to another method for dealing with moving contact lines. Mathematically this signifies that a calculation may be terminated when the film thickness reaches an empirically determined value (see section 2.1 and [70] ). Alternatively, the problem may be formulated in such a way that as h → 0 long range molecular forces become significant and thus permit the film thickness to reach zero; this is discussed in section 2.6.
Equations of the form (1) and (2) apply if the fluid motion is constrained by a no-slip, or similar, condition on one surface, producing a shear flow. When the fluid has two free surfaces, as with a soapfilm, the basic flow is "extensional" and such equations do not, in general, apply. Because the fluid velocity is now unknown on both surfaces a higher order approximation in δ is generally required to close the leading order problem. This leads to
This system is derived in [27] , [34] . To arrive at a simpler problem many authors assume one surface to be loaded with surfactant, meaning it may be treated as inextensible. The fluid velocity on this surface may then be specified (and is generally set to zero) reducing the problem to (1) .
The aim of this present work is to itemize the wide variety of applications of lubrication equations such as (1) and (2) and also to review relevant mathematical results. In section 2 a list of physical situations, where (1) or related equations have been used to describe the flow, is given. It is arranged by starting with the simplest flows, on a solid substrate, driven solely by gravity and surface tension. Surface tension gradients and long range molecular force models are subsequently introduced and finally models where the fluid is not constrained by a substrate, such as foams, are discussed. In section 3 relevant mathematical results and techniques are described. Again the simplest problems are considered first, hence steady state results are reviewed in the early sections; asymptotic results and travelling wave analyses are then described. These are followed by stability analyses, similarity solutions, and unsteady numerical work. Analytical results on the generalized lubrication equation, given in section 3.1, are also briefly discussed, but due to the vast number of results the reader is referred to more appropriate texts.
Physical processes.
2.1. Coating. Coating flows involve covering a surface with one or more thin layers of fluid. They range from rain running down a window to manufacturing processes, such as the production of videotapes. Difficulties in modelling coating flows arise for a number of reasons. For example, operating conditions may require a running speed which leads to instabilities, such as air entrainment and ribbing (a stationary surface wave perpendicular to the direction of flow) [55] , [61] . Fluid rheology may also be complex. Thus a great number of coating devices have been developed to accommodate the variety of applications and operating conditions. They may be separated into three main categories.
i) Free coating. Examples include spin coating, where a fluid spreads over a spinning surface [58] and dip coating [42] , [73] .
ii) Metered coating, where an obstacle is placed in order to limit the thickness of coating on the substrate. Examples include blade coating and roll coating [73] , [29] .
iii) Transfer coating, where a uniform film is transferred onto a moving substrate. Examples are slot, slide/curtain [28] , and also gravure coating.
Other coating methods exist. For example, a recent method used in the paint industry is to charge paint particles while spraying them onto an earthed workpiece. The system is then heated, so the particles sinter forming a uniform layer. These "solid" coating methods will not be discussed in the present review. Further reviews on coating flows may be found in [4] , [5] , [28] , and [60] .
A lubrication model for surface tension driven flow on a curved substrate is developed in [64] . This gives rise to a variant of (1) in the form
where s is the coordinate tangential to the substrate and κ is the curvature. More general models may be found in [35] , [38] .
In [70] a number of autonomous ordinary differential equations, related to draining flow down a vertical wall, are studied. A typical situation is shown in Figure 2 , where a fluid is draining down a dry wall. It may be modelled by
where the third-order term represents surface tension, the constant term models gravity, and the h −2 term comes from viscous shearing forces. The film thickness and x have been appropriately scaled to remove the coefficients. Problems associated with the contact line, where h = 0, provide the incentive for studying a number of other equations describing inner and outer expansions in the vicinity of the contact line. In particular
describes draining in the presence of a precursor fluid layer of thickness , as shown in Figure 2 . As → 0 this reduces to (8) . Other equations dealt with include a scaled form of (3) which is the limit of (9) for h = O( ) as → 0 and (10) which is the intermediate limit, being the small h limit of (8) and the large h limit of (3). They also describe two model equations which allow slip and demonstrate numerically that slip models and models with a precursor layer generate almost identical results, provided the slip coefficient is within a certain carefully chosen range.
Condensate motion on heat exchangers.
Film condensation is a method of heat transfer used in chemical plants, refrigerators, air conditioners, and other cooling devices. The method of cooling involves passing a vapor over metal fins which are kept below the condensation temperature. Condensate builds up on the fins, flows into the channel between them, and subsequently drains away. At low vapor flow rates the transfer of heat to the fins has been found to be much enhanced compared to measurements at higher flow rates. Surface tension aided drainage, producing locally thin films and thus reducing thermal resistance, has been proposed as the mechanism responsible for this discrepancy [32] . Figure 3 shows a typical cooling fin configuration.
At the top of the fin large stresses, resulting from the high curvature, act to reduce film thickness. Over the central region of a fin, curvature is low and gravity dominates, while in the trough high curvature produces a suction effect which acts to pull fluid down the side wall and increases the draining rate. Provided gravity forces are small in comparison to surface tension forces, for example near the base or top of a fin, the governing equation for film height is
where ∆T is the difference in temperature between the vapor and fin and γ is constant. This final term follows from a simple model in which condensate buildup on the fins is proportional to ∆T .
Analysis shows that a sharp fin tip provides the best drainage in this region. Around the trough, noting that the geometry is equivalent to that of dip coating, the method of [42] may be used to determine the film thickness. Numerical results show that the film becomes very thin above the trough and this local thinning, due to suction, combined with optimizing the curvature at the top of a fin can improve heat transfer by up to three times that predicted by Nusselt theory [22] , [32] .
Contact lenses.
Despite the extensive use of contact lenses over the last few decades their motion over the eyeball is not yet fully understood, particularly the mechanism by which a lens centers itself over the cornea. An understanding of lens behavior is important in their design, since a poorly fitted lens may lead to corneal problems, also because the fluid motion under the lens controls oxygen diffusion into the eye. The problem is depicted in Figure 4 .
In [47] a model is developed with the specific aim of describing the motion of a lens on a tear film; however, the model is applicable to the motion of any object on the surface of a thin film. In two dimensions the Landau-Levich equation (3) is obtained to model tear film thickness around the lens; a three-dimensional version is also derived. The simplifying assumptions made in this analysis, in particular that the eyeball is flat and the lens has constant velocity, mean that the model cannot explain centration, but it does provide a starting point for more complex models and geometries. For example, the two-dimensional model may be easily extended to include variable velocity and rotation relevant to a lens given some initial impulse (from a blink say) and then slowing down. The equation for film height is then
where the eyeball velocity, v(t), is determined from the equations of motion.
Paint drying.
A newly painted surface normally has an uneven profile, the most familiar example being "brushmarks." In order for the film to level and produce a smooth finish it must be mobile; however, this allows sagging (a downward flow due to gravity) to take place on an inclined surface. Hence, one of the main problems in painting is balancing the desirable property of levelling with the undesirable one of sagging.
In [53] and [66] it is shown that surface tension may drive the levelling process. With a sinusoidally rippled surface, provided the amplitude is small compared to the film thickness, the authors derive an equation which shows that amplitude decreases exponentially with time. These results have proved successful in analyzing the levelling of viscous liquid films and certain paints, but practical experience shows them to be inadequate for solvent-based paints. In particular, results for predicting the maximum wavelength of brushmarks which may level without excessive sag were contradicted by observation. Further, this model is unable to explain "reversal," a process by which peaks in the initial film may become troughs and vice versa.
The paints studied in [54] consist of a resin dissolved in a volatile solvent. Solvent evaporation is known to give rise to surface tension gradients which provide a mechanism for reversal (more will be said on this in section 2.5). The mathematical theory was later clarified and expanded in [36] , [74] .
The governing equations for a paint consisting of two components (resin and solvent) are
where s is the solvent concentration, E is the nondimensional evaporation rate, D is the nondimensional diffusion coefficient of the solvent, and the flux Q is given by
Unlike previous examples, the viscosity, µ, is not assumed constant. This model has been used successfully to analyze reversal and may also model "picture framing" or fat edges, another common problem in the paint industry. Note that, when no evaporation takes place, E = 0, the solvent concentration remains constant, and (13) reduces to a form of (1) including gravity on a horizontal plane.
For a review of other problems and defects in paint films, such as craters, pinholes, and bubbles, see [39] .
Marangoni effects.
If a free liquid film is to survive for any length of time it must contain surface active agents or surfactants. Hence, pure water will not foam while contaminated water (containing detergent, for example) will.
Surfactants are molecules that preferentially accumulate at a fluid surface. It is energetically favorable for them to occupy the surface rather than the bulk fluid so they reduce surface energy or surface tension. Surfactants give stability to films by two processes [1] which may be understood by considering a finite volume of liquid. If the surface expands, then, in equilibrium, the surface concentration of surfactant will have decreased and the surface tension will therefore be higher. This is known as the Gibbs effect or Gibbs elasticity. Before reaching equilibrium stretching the surface will lead to an even lower concentration of surfactant molecules at the surface. The concentration will increase as molecules move to the surface through the bulk fluid, but until equilibrium is reached the surface tension will be even higher than expected from Gibbs elasticity. This is known as the Marangoni effect. Hence, both the Gibbs effect and the Marangoni effect produce a force which acts to return the surface to its previous state, thus providing stability. Fluid films in general are destabilized by suction forces from the film junctions and gravity drainage. Hence, in the absence of evaporation, the stability of a film depends on the interplay between surface tension and drainage [40] .
The Marangoni effect has recently been exploited in a process known as Marangoni drying. This method of drying allows hydrophilic surfaces to be withdrawn from water virtually dry [44] , [46] . It is used, for example, in the electronics industry to dry silicon wafers which, after etching with acid, are rinsed in a water bath. When the wafer is withdrawn it retains a thin film of water which might be dried off by traditional methods, such as evaporation or spin drying. However, if the withdrawal takes place in the presence of alcohol vapor, the entrained film can be pulled back into the water.
Marangoni drying relies on an airborne vapor which is water soluble and lowers the surface tension of the water. The water layer thickness is position dependent and, since the thickness is greatest close to the bath, the surface tension is greatest there, as it will have a lower relative concentration of solute. Thus a surface tension gradient is set up which acts to pull the water back into the bath. The basic mechanism can be demonstrated experimentally by placing a piece of cotton wool soaked in alcohol above a thin water film which induces a flow away from the alcohol source. This process has been modelled in [52] , where the leading order problem reduces to
where σ is the surface tension.
The Marangoni effect can also be used to enhance spin drying. In the presence of alcohol the thin film breaks up into "contracted" droplets (with a contact angle > 90
• ) which are more easily spun off than the original film. The obvious advantage of Marangoni drying is the processing speed. In the final stages of conventional spin drying the film thickness decays exponentially, so the final layer must be removed by evaporation. This inevitably takes longer than the equivalent Marangoni system. An added advantage of this process is that it leaves a clean surface. If the bath water is not scrupulously cleaned, contaminants are left on the surface after evaporation, but when the water is pulled back into the bath the contaminants go with it.
2.6. Long range molecular forces. In reality, a thinning film will often reach a characteristic critical thickness, typically a few hundred angstroms, and then rupture on a very short time-scale. Over such small length-scales long range molecular forces become significant and these have been proposed as a mechanism for this rapid breakdown of a film [62] , [71] .
The London-van der Waals force is an attractive intermolecular force which will act to thin a film. To model this force a potential energy function/unit liquid volume, φ, was introduced in [59] . This introduces a body force F = −∇φ in the Navier-Stokes equations and leads to
for a system driven by surface tension and long range molecular forces.
In [59] the problem of whether a small free surface perturbation grows or decays in the presence of the van der Waals force is investigated. This leads to estimates for the rupture time of a thin film on a solid surface proportional to h 5 and also for a free film proportional to h 3 . To test the validity of this linear theory equation (17) is re-examined under the influence of nonlinear perturbations in [72] . Their numerical results show the evolution of a film with a slow initial draining followed by a rapidly developing narrow trough in which rupture occurs. Rupture is caused by shorter wavelengths than in the linear analysis, and the nonlinear terms significantly accelerate the speed of rupture.
Assuming the term (h x /h) x is unrealistic at a microscopic length-scale (<100Å) a modified van der Waals term is considered in [16] , where a scaled equation for film height, in the vicinity of a contact line, is studied
Combining analytical and numerical work they show that (18) permits solutions with h → 0 and finite speed of propagation at the front.
Ultra-thin films may have a thickness dependent surface tension, introducing Marangoni effects. Further complications, such as thermal effects, condensation, and evaporation, may be introduced. These are included in the model given in [20] which shows numerical solutions for the rupture of a thin film governed by a generalized version of (17).
Foams and free films.
A dry foam is a two-phase fluid consisting of gas separated by a thin continuous liquid film, where the volume fraction of the liquid phase is small. The majority of the liquid is contained in the film junctions or Plateau borders; the films have negligible thickness and liquid content.
When modelling a free film, standard lubrication theory leads to difficulties, since zero shear on the free surface and symmetry at the center of the film provide two conditions to determine a single arbitrary constant in the expression for velocity gradient. One way to avoid this is by taking a higher order approximation such as (6) . Alternatively, the difficulty may be overcome by assuming the free surface is saturated with surfactant and is therefore inextensible (i.e., to have constant velocity). In [63] this method is used to describe the steady-state for the transition region between the thin film and the plateau border. Since the problem is equivalent to that of dip coating, the method of [42] may be used to show the film thickness is proportional to C 2/3 . Fundamental to the understanding of foam flow in pipes and pores is the motion of a single soapfilm in a pipe. This is modelled experimentally by the soapfilm meter in [2] . In this work an equation for the shape of a static film dependent on gravity, surface tension, and the pressure jump across the film is derived by substituting for curvature, κ, and hydrostatic pressure in the Laplace-Young equation
This permits calculation of the critical radius for which a soapfilm can remain intact indefinitely, the result agreeing with the numerical results of [23] on the stability of a liquid column in an inverted cylinder.
Results for foams and soapfilms are also applicable in the study of liquid-liquid emulsions where two droplets coalesce after the fluid separating the droplets has drained and ruptured in the same manner as a soapfilm might. Work on bubble bursting is also relevant, since a bubble about to break through a surface will be separated from the outer phase by a thin liquid film. Indeed, [21] and [31] give results for factors affecting breakthrough in keeping with work on soapfilms. In particular, the time taken for a bubble to rupture a surface is asserted to decrease with the following: i) bubble diameter decrease; ii) decrease in the viscosity of the draining film; iii) interfacial tension increase; iv) increase in the strength of the van der Waals force; v) density difference between liquid and air (bubble) decrease.
Summary.
The previous section highlights the wide range of situations in which surface tension drives a thin film flow. The shear flow situation, where one fluid surface is governed by a no-slip condition, is a typical model for coating flows but can also be applied to the movement of condensate on a heat fin and the motion of contact lenses. Free films, such as a single soapfilm, have two free surfaces but the governing equation may be reduced to that of shear flow if one or both of these surfaces are saturated with surfactant. Otherwise higher-order approximations to the Navier-Stokes equations, such as (6), are required.
Allowing surface tension to vary introduces the Marangoni effect. This has been exploited to enhance drying processes, and it also helps in giving stability to foams and soapfilms. In paint drying it will aid the process of surface smoothing, but may lead to "reversal" of the peaks and troughs.
As a film thins and approaches rupture, intermolecular forces must, at some stage, become significant. Equations, such as (17) and (18) , which include van der Waals terms may then describe the flow.
3. Analytical methods.
General remarks.
Analytic work has centered around the generalized lubrication equation
or, since the film thickness, h, is a nonnegative quantity,
Like (1) it is a fourth-order nonlinear parabolic equation. It is degenerate since the coefficient of the highest derivative tends to zero as h approaches zero. Of particular relevance to the present study of capillary-driven flow is the case n = 3; however, values of n < 3 are of interest, for example, with slip models in the vicinity of h → 0. Another case of practical importance is n = 1, which describes the thickness of a thin bridge between two masses of fluid in a Hele-Shaw cell [24] .
Steady forms of equation (1) are of considerable importance, as demonstrated by the applications of equation (3), mentioned in section 1, as are steady flows, for example, at a contact line under the assumption of a travelling wave. It is also worth noting that there is an exact steady solution to (21) with compact support,
One particular question of interest in the study of equation (21) is whether singularities occur (i.e., the film thickness becomes zero). The development of a singularity corresponds to a topology change in the physical system, for example, when a droplet splits or a hole forms, which in turn alters the mathematical formulation (unless an appropriate weak formulation is used). Equation (21) has been studied subject to a number of boundary conditions. The most common are
These were introduced in [24] in a Hele-Shaw problem when they correspond to fixed endpoints and a constant external pressure which is balanced by capillary pressure, x ∈ [−a, a]. If p 0 is positive, the result will be a thinning of the neck, if negative, suction will cause the fluid to bulge out.
again the endpoints are fixed, but now fluid is flowing in or out of the region at a fixed rate ±c 0 .
h xxx (±a) = 0; (25) these were introduced in [11] to allow integration by parts. They are also a particular type of periodic boundary condition
and could, for example, describe a periodic array of droplets.
In the following sections results on ordinary differential forms of the lubrication equation are presented first. Results pertaining to evolution problems are presented in the later sections. [42] , to determine the steady film thickness of a deposit on an infinitely long substrate being pulled out of a bath, has been employed in a number of situations [19] , [32] , [51] , [63] . The basic assumption is that the film shape may be determined in the vicinity of the bath, where a thin film approximation is invalid, via the Laplace-Young equation (19) (or alternatively by assuming it to be a circular arc [19] , [32] ). Far from the bath the film thickness has a constant, unknown value, h ∞ , and these two regions must then be matched onto the transition region where (3) determines the film shape.
Asymptotic results. (i) Dip coating. The method developed in
If the x-coordinate is directed away from the bath, the relevant asymptotic solution to (3), as x → ∞, is
where a is a constant 1 and ω is the real cube root of 3U/Ch 3 ∞ (of the three possible solutions one is sufficient, since one of the two complex roots may be absorbed into an arbitrary choice of origin and the real cube root gives an unbounded solution as x → ∞). This solution provides an initial value for numerical integration of (3). Near the bath the numerical solution is matched to that obtained via the Laplace-Young equation and an expression for the constant film thickness, h ∞ , is then obtained in terms of the physical parameters. In [73] the same result appears as the first term in an asymptotic series
valid for values of the capillary number µU/σ 1. (ii) Draining flows. The asymptotic solution of (8) (which describes fluid draining down a vertical wall) as x → −∞ is
As with the previous problem, of three possible independent solutions to the linearized version of (8) , this is the only one that is physically acceptable. Using (29) as the condition for an initial value solver, it is discovered in [70] that h never reaches zero. Therefore no solutions to (8) exist which completely describe a fluid layer draining down a dry, vertical wall.
Equation (9) includes terms to model a precursor layer of fluid of thickness . The difficulty encountered as h → 0 is thus avoided and a unique solution may be found for 0 < ≤ 1. Nonetheless, numerical problems may occur if is less than the grid size and also in the region where h = O( ), x → ∞, but this may be overcome by matching in appropriate regions to the solutions of (3) and (10) .
In [70] , a graphical relation is given between precursor layer thickness and "apparent contact angle." A significant claim made is that the precursor layer may be ignored as long as the contact angle is specified according to this relation.
(iii) Contact lens flows. An investigation of the steady motion of a contact lens moving on a thin viscous tear film shows that equation (3) describes the tear film height [47] . The relevant boundary value problem is studied in [45] . In the upstream region, using the fact that (3) is autonomous and the solution for h is monotonic, it can be shown that a unique solution of (3) exists for every lens/eyeball separation. Downstream of the lens it may be shown that either zero, one, or two solutions can exist, depending on the parameter regime. These results can be confirmed using the asymptotic solution as a starting point for an initial value solver to determine the shape of the tear film.
The corresponding system in polar coordinates, describing a circular contact lens, is also investigated in [47] . Pressure then satisfies Laplace's equation, while the free surface again satisfies a fourth-order nonlinear partial differential equation. Due to the added complexity, the asymptotics are only carried out on a simplified system corresponding to a fast moving lens. However, even for this limiting case, the upstream and downstream problems require a separate numerical solution. The results show that fluid downstream of the lens piles up (forming a capillary wave). Moving around the lens, the wave amplitude decreases until the upstream side is reached, where the film thickness decreases monotonically from the lens to a constant value in the far field. The problem for a lens which is not "fast moving" is not tackled.
(iv) Drop spreading. Asymptotic work on the spreading of drops [33] , [41] shows that three regions are required to describe the problem if a slip term is included. These are: an outer region, describing flow in the bulk; an inner region, where h is of the same order as the slip length; and an intermediate region requiring an expansion in terms of the logarithm of the slip length.
In [67] an asymptotic solution to (21) is obtained for 0 < n 1. To overcome difficulties with the singular limit n → 0 the substitution v = h n/3 , τ = (3/n) 3 t is used and a perturbation expansion derived for v. The leading order solution may be used to show (21) possesses waiting time solutions. However, as t tends to infinity the asymptotic solutions tend to simple wave solutions, with a dependence x/t. Whereas (21) is expected to give similarity solutions involving x/t (n+4) −1 , so clearly the asymptotic solution is invalid for large time. Substituting the travelling wave form into (21) leads to the third-order autonomous differential equation
With the appropriate choice of a, U, and n this is identical to equation (3) . If a, U, and H are all positive, then H ηηη > 0. This implies that H can have at most two extrema; a maximum followed by a minimum, as η increases. This provides a significant amount of information concerning H, for example, to the right of any minimum, H, its slope and curvature must increase and H will tend to infinity. To the left of a maximum, H decreases and must reach zero for finite η. In [17] these properties are exploited to classify the different forms of solution as follows:
• Soliton solutions, with H nonzero over a finite interval;
• Advancing and receding solutions, where the fluid moves into, or away from, a "dry region" (where H ≡ 0); • Global solutions, where H > 0 ∀ η; • Solutions where touchdown occurs, i.e., H = 0 at a single point. Note that if the signs of a and U are different, then these terms may compete and new phenomena, not described by this classification, may arise.
When one of the terms on the right-hand side of (30) is zero, power law behavior near the zeros and infinities of H are given in [17] . Further, with either one of these terms zero, the simplified equation is invariant under certain scalings and shift in origin. This indicates that the order may be reduced, leading to a pair of first-order, nonlinear, ordinary differential equations. These are then studied by examining the phase plane trajectories and the results interpreted to determine whether phenomena, such as singularity formation, advancing and receding fronts, and compact support, are permitted for a system.
Stability analyses.
The stability of thin liquid films is important in the final stages of breakup and also in the levelling of uneven ones. In a typical analysis the perturbed film thickness is written
where |h 1 | |h 0 |. Substituting (31) into (21) and linearizing leads to
, so that h 1 decays exponentially with time and the film is stable. In fact, with periodic boundary conditions it may be shown that a flat interface is stable to linear perturbations [14] . Thus, for small perturbations singularity formation must occur due to external forcing or when the system is far from equilibrium.
Stability analyses on physical systems have been carried out by Pearson [55] , who showed that ribbing is stabilized by surface tension effects. Wilson [74] uses the form (31) , with h 0 = h 0 (t), on a paint drying system to find an integrodifferential equation for h 1 . This is solved asymptotically for a small evaporation rate and numerically to show the perturbation dies away exponentially. In [21] a stability analysis on the thin film between a bubble and a free surface is used to estimate breakthrough times; this leads to the list of factors affecting rupture, given in section 2.7. The linear stability analysis carried out in [37] on steady solutions for a lamella in a capillary tube shows that increasing surface tension or decreasing the applied pressure field stabilizes the lamella.
With a van der Waals term included, a stability analysis on (17) shows that the stability depends on the value of the wave number. When 0 < α < α c , where α 2 c = A/Ch 4 0 , disturbances will grow, while for values greater than α c a disturbance will decay [20] . 3.5. Similarity solutions. Similarity solutions have been postulated to represent the leading-order behavior for many types of singularity and large time behavior [13] , [14] . Since dimensional analysis cannot always predict the time dependence for the similarity variable a general form must be used; for example, singularity formation may be described by
where x p (t) is the position of the minimum film thickness. The functions τ and H are subject to the following constraints: i) τ → 0 as the singular time is approached; ii) H is well behaved for large values of η; this permits matching at the boundaries; iii) H > 0. Substituting (32) into (21) gives
This equation may be reduced to a separable form by choosing x p = ατ q ; other simpler forms may be obtained by assuming various terms dominate. The resultant differential equations are the subject of a numerical study into singularity formation in [13] (see section 3.6).
Similarity variables have also been used in the study of (21) for source solutions, i.e., with initial data
where h 0 is the mass. In this case τ and q may be determined by dimensional analysis to give
where k = 1/(n + 4). Since the source solution is symmetric the resulting equation may be integrated to
This equation is studied in [67] subject to the conditions at the contact line, η = η 1 ,
together with a symmetry condition at the origin. Exact solutions were found for the particular cases n = 0, 1. For 3/2 < n < 3 approximate solutions were generated using a Frobenius-type series expansion, although it was not shown that these series converged.
In [9] the system (36)- (37), together with the symmetry condition, is proven to have a compactly supported nonnegative solution if and only if n < 3. This can be seen for 3/2 < n < 3, since, as η → η 1 , H takes the form (η 1 − η) β [10] ; substituting this into (36) and linearizing about η = η 1 leads to β = 3/n. The condition H η = 0 then determines n < 3.
In [67] an exact solution to (21) is found via separation of variables
where
This solution is valid for all n except n = 2, 4 and for all values of t such that λt > 0. For 2 < n < 4 both λ and t must be negative, indicating the solution will blow up in finite time as t increases to zero. It is postulated that this represents a waiting time solution, an initial redistribution taking place behind a stationary front. Solutions with n < 2 or n > 4 behave in the opposite way in that they decay as t increases. When n = 2 or 4 the equations for the unknown function X(x) are
No simple solutions have been found for these equations.
Bernis [8] , [9] considers separable solutions to a "modified" lubrication equation
This leads to the study of
for X > 0 in (0, 1) with appropriate smoothness conditions and subject to
This problem may be shown to have a unique solution for n < 4.
Starov [68] considers the radially symmetric form of the lubrication equation (2) driven solely by surface tension. The similarity substitution h = t −1/5 H(r/t 1/10 ) transforms it to
Assuming h is smooth and approximates a spherical cap near the center of the drop it is found there are no solutions of (44) for which H goes to zero for finite η. However, H does have a minimum and it would appear that the only reasonable conclusion to be drawn from this work is that, as H approaches this minimum, forces other than capillarity (van der Waals, for example) must become significant.
Unsteady numerical work.
In [13] self-similar forms are the subject of numerical investigation into singularity formation. The results are classified according to i) whether h → 0 in finite or infinite time, ii) whether h → 0 at an interior point or on the boundary, iii) whether solutions have reflective symmetry about the singular point.
The authors list values of n and the various boundary conditions, (23) , (24) , and (25) , for which these phenomena are observed. Simulations were carried out on various limiting forms of (33) in which different terms dominate. For example, their simulations indicate that the simplest form
will permit a finite time singularity at the center of the domain for 0 ≤ n ≤ 1. The results indicate that the different boundary conditions determine the singularity behavior, while initial conditions determine the location and possibility of a singularity. However, without analytic confirmation, the simulations, which stopped at h ∼ 10 −15 − 10 −20 , do not give definite proof of touchdown. It is well known that the form of solution for (21) may change as n changes. In the numerical work this showed up when the matching conditions at the edge of the similarity region could not be satisfied for certain values of n.
In [49] a finite difference scheme was developed to consider coating problems. The authors model a steady draining flow, which has a moving contact line. Comparison of a no-slip model with a particular grid spacing and a slip model with a specified slip length showed exactly the same solution for the correct choice of grid spacing. Hence, it was concluded that grid spacing and slip were equivalent. This method was later incorporated into an unsteady model for the dynamic behavior of a hole in a finite volume of liquid [48] . Whether the hole opens or closes depends upon a competition between surface tension driven levelling, "hoop stress" (through which surface tension acts in the radial plane to close the hole), and the ease with which the contact line may move. Their results show this balance leads to two equilibrium hole radii, one stable and one unstable, for each volume of liquid. An analytic investigation of this problem gives similar findings [75] .
Coating thickness on a curved substrate (described by equation (7)) is investigated numerically in [64] . In keeping with physical observations, the results show that films thin near external corners and become thicker at internal ones. This is due to an additional, surface tension induced, stress, which occurs as the thin film conforms to the substrate. Hence, at an external corner, the curvature is negative and pulls the fluid down, toward the substrate. At an internal corner, the curvature is positive and has the opposite effect.
Numerical results are also obtained for a coating problem, with a van der Waals force, in [20] . From an initially sinusoidal perturbation the film shape is shown evolving until rupture. In this paper, equation (17) is a particular, isothermal case of a more general equation, allowing for thermal and other effects. Numerical solutions are also obtained for these more complex situations showing, for example, that rupture is delayed by condensation and accelerated by evaporation.
Mathematical results on (21).
A vast amount of analytical work concerns (21) , where the results depend not only on the imposed boundary conditions but also on the value of the exponent n. In this case it is not possible to do the authors justice and instead the reader will be referred to more appropriate sources.
Results on preservation of nonnegativity are discussed in [11] , [13] ; preservation of positivity in [13] ; singularity formation in finite time [6] ; questions concerning the support [6] , [11] ; finite speed of propagation [7] ; nonuniqueness [6] ; and the existence of weak solutions [11] . A brief summary of results may be found in [8] and more recently [12] . Other papers worth investigating include [9] , [14] , [15] , [16] , and references therein.
Summary.
In this section a number of techniques and results on forms of (1) and (21) have been described. Work on steady forms, such as (3), includes asymptotic results and numerical investigations applied to coating problems, drop spreading, and contact lenses. With the unsteady work, first the travelling wave substitution allows the steady equation to be retrieved. Other techniques include stability analyses, frequently used to estimate rupture times; similarity solutions, which have been postulated to represent the leading order behavior for many types of singularity, to describe source solutions, they also lead to an exact separable solution; and numerical work, particularly on the formation of singularities and the evolution of films in coating flows. Mathematical results, while too numerous to summarize, have also been referenced to allow the reader to research further.
Conclusion.
Thin film flows driven by surface tension have been shown to describe a diverse range of physical situations and lead to many intriguing mathematical problems. Naturally, a number of these works complement each other. The pioneering work of Landau and Levich [42] paved the way for studies of bubble flow, fluid motion on heat exchangers, soapfilms, and contact lens motion. It is also a particular form of draining flow, as studied in [70] , which in turn are travelling wave forms of various unsteady lubrication equations.
Contact line motion, which is still not understood at a basic physical level, may at least be approximately modelled. Standard models introduce a slip length which has subsequently been shown to be equivalent to the grid spacing in a numerical scheme. Models with a precursor film will also lead to identical results. The assumption of a precursor film is also mathematically equivalent to assuming the problem can be reformulated in the vicinity of a contact line and matched to a model incorporating molecular forces. This is in keeping with work showing that drop spreading, driven purely by surface tension and with no slip, will not permit a zero film thickness.
A problem akin to contact line motion is that of singularity formation, which also requires h → 0. Numerical work on purely surface tension driven flows indicates that h may approach zero, without giving definite proof of touchdown. The inclusion of long range molecular forces and surface tension gradients to the numerical models seemingly facilitates the rupture, but again no analytic proof confirms this.
Stability analyses are frequently used to estimate rupture times. However, the analytic results, in general, rely on a linear analysis which will clearly become invalid as the perturbation grows to the order of the film thickness. Numerical studies are therefore still an essential part of modelling this phenomena.
Major gaps in the understanding of thin film flows still exist. Intense investigation is currently underway on the analytic properties of (21); see [12] . However, there are very few analytic studies, or standard mathematical results, on higher dimensional forms such as (2) . Foam breakdown and the associated system of governing equations are also poorly understood. The question of the moving contact line will, no doubt, remain for some time and this has significant implications for moving fronts and their stability, for example, in the formation of rivulets.
Finally, it should be pointed out that the ever increasing number of industrial applications of thin film flows and the richness of behavior of the governing equations make this area a particularly rewarding one for mathematicians, engineers, and industrialists alike.
Appendix. Derivation of equation (1).
The forces assumed to be driving the thin liquid film, shown in Figure 1 , are surface tension, surface tension gradients, gravity, viscous shear, and, for sufficiently thin films (but still thick enough for continuum theory to apply), long range molecular forces. With the coordinate system as shown in Figure 1 , equation (1) is derived as follows. First, nondimensionalize length by introducing lengthscales (L, h 0 ) and velocity scales (U, δU ), where L is a typical length along the film, h 0 is a typical film thickness, and δ = h 0 /L 1. The choice of velocity is determined by the driving force, for example, if surface tension is the sole driving force, then U is chosen to make the inverse capillary number C = δ 3 σ 0 /µU = 1, where µ is the dynamic viscosity and σ 0 is the constant value of surface tension. However, for the present derivation U will remain arbitrary. The pressure scaling µU/δ 2 L is chosen to balance pressure with viscous forces in (46), thus avoiding a nontrivial solution (in the absence of intermolecular forces) in the limit δ → 0.
The leading order terms of the Navier-Stokes equations are now
where φ = φ 0 + A/h 3 represents the effect of the van der Waals forces (see [27] , [59] ) and A is related to the Hamaker constant A by A = A /6πδL 2 µU . φ may also be termed as a positive disjoining pressure. While the continuity equation remains unchanged
The Bond number, B = δ 2 ρgL 2 /µU , is a ratio of gravity to viscous forces. In order for the gravity terms to be nonnegligible either B sin α or δB cos α must be O (1) .
To this order of approximation the boundary conditions on the free surface, y = h, are v = h t + uh x , (49) p = −Ch xx , (50) u y = Mσ x . (51) These represent the kinematic condition, pressure balancing surface tension, and shear stress balancing surface tension gradient. The pressure condition is the LaplaceYoung equation, which reflects the fact that normal stress, due to surface tension, is proportional to curvature. It is standard practice to assume surface tension takes the form σ = σ 0 + ∆σσ 1 (x), where σ 0 is constant while σ 1 varies, hence the Marangoni number M = δ∆σ/µU .
On the substrate, y = 0, the no-slip condition is
Studies involving a moving contact line may often replace u = 0 with a slip condition, as discussed in section 1.
Since φ is a function of x equation (47) 
